SECRETS OF BARBARA LOE FISHER

by Omar Jordan

The following information is a presentation of evidence, combined with my
opinions, based on factual details available in the public domain. My opinions
are based on the evidence. I do not claim to present an overarching or objective
truth, and I encourage all readers to engage in their own research by following
the links available in this document. It is up to each individual to research for
themselves in order to determine whether or not your conclusions align with my
assessment and analysis of the evidence. Consider this document a starting
point to a larger body of research and more thorough investigation.
This paper will attempt to show that Barbara Loe Fisher and the National Vaccine
Information Center are NOT on the side of the people and not who they claim to
be. By the time the reader is finished examining the evidence, this author is
confident that many will agree with my conclusions.
First, let’s get the official story from WikiPedia:
The National Vaccine Information Center (NVIC), founded under the name Dissatisfied

Parents Together (DPT) in 1982, is an American 501(c)(3)[1] organization that has been widely
criticized as a leading source of fearmongering and misinformation about vaccines.[2][3][4] While
NVIC describes itself as the "oldest and largest consumer-led organization advocating for the
institution of vaccine safety and informed consent protections",[5] it promotes false and
misleading information including the discredited claim that vaccines cause autism,[6][7][8] and its
campaigns portray vaccination as risky, encouraging people to consider "alternatives."[9] Like
other anti-vaccination groups, NVIC has been investing heavily into its social media presence
in the 2010s.

So far, we have learned that NVIC is an “anti-vaccination” group which was
founded under the name Dissatisfied Parents Together in 1982. The mainstream
version tells us that they are a leading source of fearmongering and
misinformation about vaccines which promotes false and misleading information
about vaccines. Given that WikiPedia usually parrots the mainstream’s position,
we can generally conclude that the mainstream’s position is NVIC is a leading
anti-vaccine organization. WikiPedia also tells us that NVIC:
“was co-founded in 1982 by Jeff Schwartz, Barbara Loe Fisher, and Kathi Williams under the name
[14]: 8

Dissatisfied Parents Together (DPT).
Each of them had observed the health of one of their
children deteriorate at some point after receiving a dose of the DPT vaccine and had watched a
television broadcast of the film DPT: Vaccine Roulette, which drew an erroneous causal link between
[14]: 1–6

DPT vaccines and illnesses of some children who received them.
In 1985, Fisher and Harris
Coulter co-authored a book, DPT: A Shot in the Dark, which asserted an association between the
whole cell pertussis (whooping cough) vaccine in the DPT shot and autism”.

Now that we have the official, mainstream’s version of the story, let’s examine the
details and see if it holds up to careful scrutiny.
The first thing that we should establish here is that the official story creates a
version of reality where the NVIC is on our side, fighting against the system and
for the people, specifically as an advocate for those injured by vaccines.
Barbara Loe Fisher is the head of the National Vaccine Information Center. NVIC
pretends to be on our side, but I intend to illustrate that this is an illusion.
Barbara Loe Fisher calls herself "pro-vaccine and pro-choice". The NVIC was
founded in 1982 by petrochemical/banking industrialists, hijacking and subverting
the purely grassroots Determined Parents Together (DPT). After hijacking
Determined Parents Together, they changed the name slightly to Dissatisfied

Parents Together. From there, the NVIC’s evolution was based on massive pure
propaganda administered principally by current President Barbara Loe Fisher.
So what is the real story about how the NVIC was founded?
The true detailed story about the founding of the National Vaccine
Information Center
The following information has been corroborated by Dr. Horowitz and Dr. Robert
Mendelsohn prior to his death, is available on the Internet, courtesy of a
Mothering Magazine contributor, pen-named “Momtezuma Tuatara.”
It should be noted that Dr. Horowitz is another deception agent, but the bulk of
the details of how this story unfolded seem to be true and corroborated by
multiple sources.
“Had the National Vaccine Information Center, (then primarily known as
“Dissatisfied Parents Together”) not got into bed with the paediatric associations
in order to put together the 1985 National Vaccine Injury Compensation Act, there
would not now be totally ineffective, unfair legislation for parents to wade through,
and…
Had the NVIC joined together with all the other groups at the time, in actively
opposing it, and retaining for parents the right to have the tort system as first
option, there would have been no incentive for vaccine manufacturers to have
broadened into other vaccines.
By tearing apart another organisation, called Determined Parents Together, and
then siding with the paediatric associations, NVIC split apart the strength of the
real advocates for children ~~ and by splitting them apart, gave the medical
profession the grist they needed to call Jeffrey Schwartz and Barbara Loe Fisher
the “sane moderates,” and dismiss the rest as lunatic fringe hippies.
The legislation you have now, is the direct result of that collaboration.
If you read Marge Grant’s book “A Stolen Life”, that will show you how the
National Vaccine Information Center started, how they disembowelled
Determined Parents Together, and will give you an understanding of why/how

that happened.
Dissatisfied Parents [Barbara Loe Fisher and Jeffrey Swartz] hijacked
Determined Parents, on a TV programme called Vaccine Roulette early in the
80’s, by substituting their address, for that of Determined Parents together, ~~
(by telling the producer, while the head of Determined Parents was live on air in
the TV studio, that they worked together) ~~ which resulted in all Determined
Parents Together’s mail being diverted to Dissatisfied Parents Together,
which formed the case basis for the book called “DPT – A Shot in the Dark” and
the member foundation for what is now NVIC.
Dr. Mendelsohn who was also live on that programme was furious about it and
wrote to NVIC demanding that they return Determined Parents Together mail to
them, to no avail.
This resulted in the collapse of Determined Parents together, the building of
Dissatisfied Parents Together, who then used Jeff Schwartz to liase with the
paediatric organisations and work in collaboration to implement the
compensation act, which they [allegedly] believed was the right move [to deprive
and damage Grant, outrage Mendelsohn, and deliver the opportunity for
no-liability for vaccine injuries to Big Pharma].
The NVIC support of the act was then followed by a double betrayal from the
Paediatrician organisations, who, having used NVIC to suit themselves, waited
until the legislation was a couple of years old, and changed the table to
effectively block the majority of claims possible.
So, in summary, both the National Vaccine Information Center, and the National
Vaccine Injury Compensation Act is WHY we:
1) have so many vaccines in the schedule now, and
2) why it's near impossible to get compensation for vaccine injury.
Some might say that it was naivety that lead to Jeff Schwartz and Barbara Loe
Fisher going down that road, but I don’t believe it was, because I and many other
parent groups, the testimony of whom can be seen in the senate proceedings,

warned them what would happen, both personally and in writing.
However, NVIC had the backing of a paediatrician called Kevin Geraghty and a
whole lot of medical moderates, which was all part of the attraction to the
legislators.
NVIC did not have the backing of Dr Robert Mendelsohn, who copied me into his
correspondence with NVIC, neither did they have the backing of any of the other
parents organisations, or the other organisation then working for parents of
vaccine damaged children run by Dr Anthony J. Morris, then called The Bell of
Atri which was formally disbanded several years ago, but ran from the campus of
Maryland University.
If you want to check some of this out, you have the right, being taxpaying citizens
of the United States, to obtain a copy of senate records at no cost to yourself.
Go/ring the Library of Congress. Ask for a copy of the NATIONAL CHILDHOOD
VACCINE INJURY COMPENSATION ACT OF 1985 : “Hearing before the
Committee on Labor and Human Resources United States Senate, Ninety-Ninth
congress, first session on S.827, July 18 1985.
You could also ask for another one the year before that, but I didn’t keep the
whole one of that like I kept the whole 1985 one. The 1984 one had bits of more
interest to the early story. I don’t know its number. I have extracts of it
somewhere, but have just spent an hour trying to find them and can’t. Which is
what happens when you systematically tidy, and refile key information. If I find it, I
will put the number and title up.
Read that (or those), and see for yourself.
NVIC is the organisation that legislators etc will half-way listen to, since they got
what they wanted by using them.
Has NVIC ever been an effective advocate for parents in any real context? Only
you can answer that for yourself. But NVIC is now left in a position where all they
can do is splutter about a situation they don’t like, put out newsleters criticising
various decisions and vaccine implementations, and ask you for money to fight

the very empire they helped bring about in the first place.”
Source
To gain control over Determined Parents Together, Fisher allied with vaccine
industry lobby-linked attorney Jeffrey Schwartz. They stole the contacts of
parents of vaccine-injured children generated by Marge Grant, a mother of a DPT
vaccine-injured child who appeared on the Phil Donahue Show.
Fisher and Schwartz ousted Marge Grant to form the NVIC that has, ever since,
commandeered near exclusive mainstream media coverage of the public’s
opposition to vaccinations using the “Big Lie” – that vaccines are generally good.
Thus, from the NVIC’s conception, the Rockefeller banking and petrochemical
cartel has enabled it as “controlled opposition” to advance world vaccination
programs. Murder by injection is the “sacred cow” of “public health” – the “Big
Lie” commanding a slow genocidal depopulation and promoting profitable wars
against “germs” and humanity in general.
Fisher appeals emotionally to audiences recalling her own son’s intoxication
through vaccinations, yet still promotes the “Big Lie” in order to psychologically
prepare Americans to accept vaccination injuries (like her son’s), and
“immunization” policies, as generally acceptable. She slanders those telling the
WHOLE truth about vaccinations as “RADICALS.” She defends this by claiming
such censorship is needed for NVIC to have a political impact.
Fisher played a leading role in the “war” waged against vaccine injury
compensation by Big Pharma. By 1982, following 60-Minutes’s coverage of the
deadly Swine Flu vaccine fiasco, and Marge Grant’s DPT appearance on national
television, the “war” was turning against the drug industry.
So Fisher and Schwartz were called upon to lobby with other pro-vaccinationists
co-constructing the National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act of 1986.
Schwartz, the NVIC’s first President, had worked for “Mr. Health” — Florida Rep.
Paul Rogers who led Congress to advance the 1976 swine flu vaccination
program. Rogers then crafted the legislation eliminating vaccine victim
compensation. He was subsequently rewarded by the industry with a position

on the board of directors of Merck, Sharp & Dohme, the world’s leading vaccine
maker.
Fisher’s propaganda techniques have been totally cynical. She bemoans all the
catastrophes vaccines have caused, but then credits herself, the NVIC,
Congress, and vaccine regulating agencies, thusly: “In 1986 Congress said ‘Yes.
Vaccines can kill and brain-injure children,’ and created the federal vaccine injury
compensation system....”
She purposely neglects the fact that this system has left hundreds-of-thousands
of vaccine injured families completely uncompensated. The $X billion paid out is
a drop-in-the-bucket compared to profits and actual damages.
Fisher wrote, “Forced vaccination, forced use of prescription drugs and forced
quarantine in non-home locations . . . is the line in the sand for NVIC.”
In other words, administering pharmaceutical genocide, or volunteering to accept
it, is just fine for America’s leading “anti-vaccination” activist.
Barbara Loe Fisher...has held terminally to her position that some vaccines may
be good, or fine for some people. Likewise, she wrote recently that quarantines
may be good, or fine for some people. To be good political activists, we need to
“make concessions,” she has asserted.
On May 4, 2021, the NVIC was censored and deplatformed by Facebook and
Instagram. One the surface, the knee-jerk reaction is to scream bloody murder
and conclude that the social media platforms are are "censoring the truth" - but
this is a trick. It's sleight-of-hand. NVIC are on the same team. So, before we
continue, let’s first establish NVIC’s stance on vaccines.
Though NVIC is neither "pro-" nor "anti-" vaccine, the group is a target because it provides
reputable scientific information to parents and medical professionals about vaccine safety
concerns, from individual "lots" of vaccines that are recalled by the manufacturer or prove
problematic; to peer-reviewed, published studies related to vaccine safety issues. Source

Got that? They're not anti-vaccine. So let's hear what Vaccine Warlock Barbara
Loe Fisher has to say about getting deplatformed:

Founder Barbara Loe Fisher says,
"Big Tech’s thought police are particularly upset when NVIC posts information about reports of
serious COVID-19 vaccine complications and deaths, while descriptions of COVID-19 disease
complications and deaths are allowed on social media platforms without restriction."

Sounds reasonable enough, right? But that's why you have to dig further to
unravel these people and their clever scams.
In 1982, after the national broadcast of the award winning television documentary "DPT:
Vaccine Roulette," parents in the Washington, D.C. area whose children had been injured by
the DPT vaccine founded Dissatisfied Parents Together (DPT) and launched what is now
recognized as the consumer vaccine safety movement in the U.S.
In 1985, the book DPT: A Shot in the Dark by Harris Coulter, Ph.D., and Barbara Loe Fisher,
co-founder of Dissatisfied Parents Together, was published by Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
indicting the whole cell pertussis vaccine and documenting serious flaws in America's highly
politicized mass vaccination program.
Media coverage of DPT vaccine associated injuries and deaths became widespread and,
although most vaccine injury lawsuits were settled out of court for modest sums (with pressure
being placed on plaintiff's to agree to having all court records sealed from public view as a
condition of settlement), there were several well publicized multimillion dollar awards against
vaccine manufacturers.

But we already know the story about how NVIC was formed and about how
Barbara Loe Fisher hijacked the real anti-vaccine movement. So why would the
media suddenly start reporting "widespread" stories about vaccine injuries?
Because they are MISDIRECTING.
These events were immediately followed by pressure placed on Congress by the vaccine
manufacturers, including Lederle, Connaught and Merck, to pass an exclusive remedy
federal vaccine injury compensation program that would remove all liability from drug
companies who make vaccines and physicians who administer vaccines. The threat the
drug companies delivered to Congress, with the help of physician organizations such as the
American Academy of Pediatrics and the American Medical Association, was that they would
stop producing vaccines for the nation's childhood vaccination program.
In response, in 1986, President Reagan signed the National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act. The
law was to have created a non-adversarial, no-fault alternative to lawsuits for victims of
mandatory vaccinations. It also: included safety provisions such as a centralized vaccine
adverse event reporting system; mandatory reporting by doctors of hospitalizations, injuries and

deaths following vaccinations; mandatory record keeping by doctors of vaccine lot numbers and
reactions; and requirements that doctors give patients/parents vaccine benefit/risk information.
Punitive damages in lawsuits against vaccine manufacturers or physicians were outlawed,
except for cases where criminal negligence would be proven. However, Congress did not
completely remove all liability in the court system from the vaccine manufacturers and preserved
the right of vaccine victims to bring a lawsuit if they were turned down by the federal system or
they considered the award to be too small.

Are you seeing how this game is played? Keep reading.
Following the law's passage, the Departments of Justice and Health and Human Services
systematically gutted the program and made it highly adversarial. Each claim was fought by
taxpayer funded government lawyers and hired physician experts. Compensation was denied to
three quarters of all child vaccine victims. What was to have been a fairer, less emotionally
draining, and less time consuming alternative to litigation, turned into a sham. Dissatisfied
Parents Together, which operates the National Vaccine Information Center (NVIC) and helped to
create the law, described the program as "a drug company dream, a consumer's nightmare, a
scientific travesty, and a national tragedy."
"What we have in this country," said Barbara Loe Fisher, NVIC Co- Founder and President, "is
that every citizen is forced by law to use vaccines which are being poorly studied, tested, and
regulated for safety, as well as unsafely administered, and no one is held accountable when a
citizen, usually a child, is injured or killed by that product. No other product in America is
protected from the pressures of the marketplace like that. The public has little way to exert
economic pressure to force bad vaccines off the market, force improvement of existing ones, or
force doctors to administer them more safely because nobody has the right to refuse to use
them or hold manufacturers and negligent physicians accountable when injuries and deaths
occur."

Note that Barbara Loe Fisher is all for vaccine safety. But given that Congress
declared vaccines unavoidably unsafe with the passage of the 1986 Act, how can
anyone possibly make a safe vaccine? At no point in time has Barbara Loe
Fisher or NVIC attempted to fight the mandatory vaccines. The only thing this
witch is doing is pretending to try to make the companies financially liable. But
we know this is an act, because she's the one responsible for helping to write
the law.
The federal government has pressured states to set up tracking systems to tag and track all
children from birth to ensure that they are injected with multiple vaccines, all of which have not
been adequately studied to evaluate their impact on humans at the cellular and molecular
biology level.

"Nor is there informed consent in America when it comes to vaccination," said Fisher. "At its
core, forcing individuals to risk injury or death without their consent is a violation of civil and
human rights, the Nuremberg Code, and the Helsinki Declarations. In principal, it is also a
violation of the tenets embodied in the scriptures of every major religion. If the State can tag,
track down, and force American citizens against their will to risk injury and death by being
injected with biologicals of unknown toxicity today, there is no limit on what freedoms the State
can take away in the name of the greater good tomorrow."

Sounds reasonable if you don’t understand that she’s controlled opposition. She
is all talk and no game.
Marge Grant, however, another founding member of the NVIC, argued that talk is cheap.
Actions speak louder than words. Grant, who protested the "infamous" vaccine injury act's
passage from the start, recalled that Barbara Loe Fisher and allied vaccine industry
lobbyists were largely to blame for the law's inadequacy.
'They are to blame," Ms. Grant said of Fisher and another NVIC Past- President, attorney
Jeffrey Schwartz. "Schwartz was so politically involved, and the politics were so thick you could
cut them with a knife.
"I want to regurgitate every time I hear those 'dedicated voices' screaming against the many
new vaccines and vaccine procedures being mandated when indeed they are responsible ....
Don't forget, they [the vaccine manufacturers] were relieved of all of this [responsibility] with the
passing of the infamous 'no-fault' compensation program thanks in large measure to
Schwartz, Fisher, and [current NVIC Director Kathy] Williams."

National Vaccine Information Center (NVIC) Does Not Want to Repeal the
1986 National Vaccine Injury Act
The 1986 Act, which was written by Barbara Loe Fisher, NVIC and others, and
passed by Congress removed ALL LIABILITY FROM THE VACCINE
MANUFACTURES. NOBODY CAN SUE THEM, THANKS TO THESE PEOPLE.
So, how come they're not fighting to repeal it?
Because, like Del Bigtree, Andrew Fakefield, Dolores Cahill, RFK Jr. and all the
rest of these liars - they are all working for Big Pharma and they are all 100%
Pro-Vaccine demons and deceivers. They receive their funding from billionaire
hedge funds who invest in vaccine companies.

Now that we understand who Fisher really is, let’s watch this video.
Think long and hard about what her deception is and ask yourself - where has
she been for the last 19 months?
LEARN THE GAMES THESE PEOPLE PLAY. THEY ARE ALL ON THE SAME
TEAM. BARBARA LOE FISHER AND NVIC ARE CONTROLLED OPPOSITION
AGENTS, WORKING FOR BIG PHARMA.
https://www.nvic.org/cmstemplates/nvic/pdf/statement-by-barbara-loe-fisher-0603051996-nih-pertussis-co
nference.pdf?fbclid=IwAR3xf0voYVUrl2nm8apW9kZF-Zel0QfiANqsyMJbJStzRIyOWZLicw4KyMg
https://www.waronwethepeople.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/NVIC_BarbaraLoeFisher_MargeGrant-i
n-EmergingVirusesAIDSEbola_book.pdf?fbclid=IwAR3wJqe2EicXfoqz22bNldpBgVyfvBfZGzzTFnd4d1Jp
nNEsLuXmCOxwjuM
https://exposingvaccinegenocide.org/nvic/
https://www.nvic.org/nvic-vaccine-news/may-2021/nvic-twitter-account-suspended.aspx
https://www.facebook.com/Secrets-Of-Barbara-Loe-Fisher-and-the-NVIC-1055188614664805/
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